A saint is a person who is believed to be especially close to God. Some saints are prophets, or messengers of God. Others have special powers or gifts from God. In many religions, a saint has done something extraordinary or special. Sainthood is an official status in some religions. In other religions people become saints simply because many people pray to them and believe they have special powers to help others.
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The Saint TV Series
The Saint on TV. The Saint was finally adapted for television in 1962, with Roger Moore portraying the Saint in 71 black and white episodes. The Saint was forty-four years old when he made his first appearance on the small screen. He had already appeared in a number of British films and was considered to be a rising star. The Saint was going to be a hit, but it was not the kind of hit that had been anticipated. The Saint was not a conventional spy thriller television series that aired in the United Kingdom on ITV between 1962 and 1969. It was based on the literary character Simon Templar created by Leslie Charteris in the 1930s and featured in many novels over the years. It was played by Roger Moore. Templar helps those conventional agencies are powerless or unwilling to protect, interfering ...